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CondoAdviser.ca

Chat Discussion at the CondoVirus Webinar 

Episode 9 “Coming out of the dark” (May 13, 2020) 

E.L.: Wow - the beard has really blossomed!! 

K.G.: Welcome everyone! 

Gina: Good afternoon everyone, hope you are all doing well!! 

O.A.: Hello 

S.C.: I hesitate to speak the words, but any advice on window washing - without 
unit access? 

J.S.: Are condos allowing showings of rental units? 

B.: Susan we had our roof anchors checked last week.  Waiting for the report 
so we can schedule washers 

D.W.: These have been so helpful/ Looking forward to today’s session. 

J.M.: What about gardening in pots in the front of the condo?  Allowed or not? 

E.L.: You beat me to the punch with that comment 

J.S.: Hello everyone 

Y. D: Hello from Collingwood  

B.: I expect we have until 120 days after June 2nd to hold our AGM based on 
the current end date of the Emergency order.  

D.T.: Hello everyone 

L.P.: Jason is showing as Lash 
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K.R.: Did this wrong the first time.  Greetings from Goderich. 

N.M.: Minutes Solutions is here...hi everyone 

K.R.: I believe the Emergency Order will be extended to later in June. 

User: Real estate agents cannot host or participate in open houses. A resident 
has requested permission to show a prospective purchaser our 
pool,gym..etc which are closed. This is akin to an open house but since its 
requested by the owner and not the realtor is it strictly prohibited or can we 
somehow accommodate 

K.R.: OOPS! My mistake. June 2nd is correct. 

L.L.: May condo parks, courtyards and gardens be opened? 

K.F.: if there are people in the building with covid 19 should you extend the AGM 
until no one in the building has covid? 

S.H.: the issue is not “may” but whether you should taking into account potential 
liabilities and costs to keep the property safe for users.  It may not be 
practical to open given the liabilities you have to manage 

D. Plotkin: 90 days. (not business days) 

D. Plotkin: Thanks for your comments so far on opening amenities. We will discuss 
the practical issues and legal liabilities shortly 

P.T.: Greetings, it is great to join you all again this week.  Question: Can a board 
hold in person board meetings in a party room keeping social distancing if 
the group is larger than 5 people?  5 Directors, PM, Minute Taker.  The 
Emergency Order does not allow gatherings of more than 5 persons.  The 
board is under the impression that if they use PPE and social distancing 
that they can proceed with a meeting. 

K.R.: then why are all our contractors saying they are permitted. 

D.A.: Katherine, your so decisive, I love it! 

K.R.: Townhome unit. Can the owner plant flowers at front of their unit on their 
own?? 

J.J.: Paolo, best to comply with the order and NOT have more than 5 ppl gather 
for any reason or with any PPE. 
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P.T.: Thank you Jon.  I fully agree.  I am happy to facilitate a virtual meeting. 

J.J.: Keith, an individual can do some gardening work, but they should be 
discouraged from exposing themselves and others from unnecessary 
travel to and from public spaces etc. 

S.H.: Katherine - always good points! 

A.M.: Can we do fan coil yearly maintenance before starting the A/C? 

C.S.: Unit HVAC (water driven air handlers)- can owners hire HVAC cleaner 
when not to do so may cause water overflows to units below. 

NMFB: If my condo won’t let me continue working on a major renovation started 
before Apr 4th, do they have the right to continue charging me condo fees? 

K.R.: Jon, we are definitely encouraging that.  Thanks!! 

J.J.: Alice, fan coil maintenance should be done, respecting safe work 
practices, so that the fan coils do not become cess pools of other viruses 
and bacteria (ie legionella).  It would fall under the "necessary for 
sanitation". 

NMFB: My unit is not inhabitable and they have not let me do any renovation work 
since middle of March 

S.A.V.: Do you have any recommendations on how to proceed for owners doing 
minimal work (ex. installing pod lights in their suite) and bring in their own 
electrician while avoiding Mgmt? 

S.H.: NMFB - those are two separate issues.  You are still required to pay condo 
fees even if you are in a dispute with your condo. See section 84(3) of 
Condo Act 

J.J.: NMFB, it is not their right to charge it is your obligation to pay. 

P.F.: Thank you, I didn't realize. :) 

S.H.: jon - condos have a right to charge. section 84.  they have right and you 
have obligation. 

L.L.: Am I understanding correctly that in-suite fan coil maintenance is required 
as a ‘safety’ issue? 
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P.G.: PLEASE GIVE OPINIONS ON CLEANING OF KITCHEN STACKS , FULL 
BUILDING PEST CONTROL THE NEED ACCESS TO UNITS IS THIS 
PERMITTED 

V.F.: What about taking temperature? 

R. Escayola: Hi Paulette, the issue with in-suite unit is often the required access to 
common elements. The use of elevators, equipment and material being 
brought up and down… etc.  + the disruption to others who are forced to 
stay home. 

J.J.: Thanks Sonja, I should have it is not just ... 

R. Escayola: A balancing act 

A. Misetich: Also HVAC maintenance so not cesspools for other viruses 

P.G.: ALSO COMMENT ON NON EMERGENCY REQUIRED FIRE SAFETY 
REPAIRS LISTED ON THE ANNUAL FIRE INSPECTION THAT IS NOT 
A EMERGENCY 

Colette: Would smoke remediation for a new owner coming in be considered as 
essential? Previous owners were heavy smokers. New owners need to 
move in as their old place is closing 

S.R.M.: The problem with indemnities is that they are only as good as the insurance 
that backs them.   

P.G.: WHO TAKES THE LIABILITY SHOULD SOMONE GET INFECTED - IE 
BOARD , MANAGEMENT OR CONTRACTOR 

A. Misetich: are laundry rooms amenities that should have been open?  our PM brought 
in contractors weeks ago to install new machines (not necessary but nice) 
. I understand the 

NMFB: Thanks Sonja / Jon … I just want the contractors to finish their work (safely 
of course) so I can move back into my unit. 

A. Misetich: I understand there is not even hand sanitizer in our laundry room?! 

S. Clark: Ottawa Public Health has not yet changed guidance: keep amenities 
closed. 

R.: turblent gas clouds (end of march study) actually shows different distance 
travelled (sneeze 7-8m) and shows it moves around in air (30min at least) 
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Gina: Rod ...lol I was just about to say that about cleaning 

D.A.: Turbulent gas clouds? Good to know! 

L.L.: Is it okay to have users of fitness rooms disinfect equipment after use or 
must a staff cleaner do this? 

D. Plotkin: Relying on owners to fulfill cleaning requirements is tough... The ultimate 
liability for health and safety rests with the corporation. I wouldn't rely on 
owners. 

NMFB: Am I correct to assume that if my condo won’t let me continue a renovation 
(so major that I live elsewhere) started before April 4th, I have no leverage? 

R.: Dave Arnold - Turbulent gas clouds is the update to the 100 year old study 
that taught us about droplets and 2m rule 

D.A.: Thank you Rachel appreciate the clarification :) 

A.T.: Jason, this is excellent; sure hope the slide deck gets posted tonight!!  Any 
thoughts on billiard rooms and tennis courts?  Thanks 

N.D.: Is looking at public services like other gyms really a good comparison? In 
the case of a condo it is only one community that still has some contact 
with each other, where as a public gym is a second community that would 
otherwise have no contact with each other. There fore a condo gym seems 
like much lower risk and could reasonably open sooner safely.  

M.: One of the commercial properties in our building holds Spin Classes.  What 
liability, if any, does the landlord have to ensure proper health measure 
are in place once they reopen?   

G. Macpherson: One important difference between public gyms and condo gyms is that in 
the case of public gyms, they presumably will have dedicated staff who are 
frequently cleaning equipment between each use. In condominiums, it is 
unlikely that there will be a dedicated staff member there to clean 
equipment between each use. At the end of the day, as stated by David, 
this cleaning is not something that condos should rely on owners to do. 

J.J.: NMFB, your leverage is always good communication.  Have your 
contractor present their adaptation of COVID-19 - Standardized Protocols 
for All Canadian Construction Sites from the CCA and look closely at the 
emergency order about strict necessity for operation, security, and 
sanitation and see if permission can be granted, but understand that it may 
not be out of an abundance of caution. 
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D.C. Management: was that 1ppm or 1ppb? 

M.M.: How about condo garden areas - are these opened for tenants to use 
provided that they retain  

M.M.: provided that they retain social distancing.. 

L.L.: I echo Martin’s question.  As well what about common elements 
courtyards? 

J.J.: Martin and Lesley, the question revolves around strict necessity for 
security, safety, and sanitation. 

H.F.: What if the exterior pool is left empty of water? 

R.: I mistakenly signed in at 5:30. Anyone reading want to tell me if there's 
anything i should note about landscaping or renovations, given that i've 
been following the series for a few weeks now as well as provincial updates 

P.F.: landscaping is ok, in suite renovations are still a no go 

NMFB: Thank you Jon.  Our project is the only one of our contractor’s that has 
been stopped so we have explained that they have been changing their 
practices to adapt to safety issues but they keep saying no.  Feels like it’s 
just easier for them to say no then yes. 

J.J.: Rachel, nothing very different from the last presentation - best to err on the 
side of caution still. 

R.: Tks Jon J 

D.A.: HI Rachel, the word on landscaping is that regular maintenance is okay no 
new plantings at this time or other improvements 

Carol: Should all condos consider adding extra signage indicating that they use 
common amenities at their own risk, even once measures are lifted?   

D.P.: Great panel on amenities.  Thank you 

S.A.V.: Can't wait for next week! Thanks everyone! This was really great. 

D. Plotkin: Not done yet, stick around :) 

O.A.: Does anyone have a checklist for conducting a virtual condo meeting? 
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Gina: Great info re the amenities!!!  always a contentious point at our condo. 

R.: Tks Dave for update. Essential quite a shade of grey. We already 
scheduled street cleaning a while back, and knocking on doors to poll 
owners.  

D. Plotkin: Reminder: DIRECTORS' term generally 3 years or however many years 
your bylaw provides (31(1) Condo Act), but directors may continue to act 
until a successor is elected (31(2)). So if AGM is delayed, director term can 
be extended. 

R.: so if Bill allows postponing AGM or having it virtual, then what do you do 
with meeting (owner req) that isn't captured by postponment or virtual? 

C.S.: What considerations have to be made in virtual mtgs for people who are 
not computer literate? 

R.: Yes, to moving to virtual to allow more accessible and transparent AGMs 
- that's why i voted a few weeks ago to go ahead. Take advantage of the 
'nudge' this situation brought about 

S.H.: good points Rod- that is why you want to make sure these bylaws are 
professionally drafted 

NMFB: The biggest issue is from the condo owners’ is how to make the AGM 
effective because there is such a variety of issues. How do you get through 
them all? 

D. Plotkin: It's called Snapchat, Rod ;) 

J.J.: Carol, if computer illiteracy is encountered then allow telephone 
participation or have those proxies given to people participating.  Your 
circumstance may be specific and you should make sure your legal 
counsel is involved too. 

B.: Can you share sample 2 page bylaws 

R.: Sonja H - tks for idea about professional drafting, never thought of that 

C.S.: Thank you Jon. 

K.R.: I would like to see the draft 2 page By-Law as well. 

David: Great idea for stand alone webinar for AGM's 
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D.W.: Please clarify. Simple majority is all that is required to pass by-law for 
electronic meeting? 

C.S.: I agree with another for just AGM's.  Some content on variety of owner 
skills & interests related to running a condo. 

Bruce: can we hold an emeeting to vote on the e-bylaw? 

K.R.: I would also like to see a webinar on AGM’s only. 

Gina: we've always had conflict with paper proxies... 

B.: Thanks all 

D.T.: Thanks to the team 

J.J.: It was another great presentation - again! 

A.F.: Great job from all the speakers.  Thanks. 

L.P.L.: thanks for sharing all the great info.  Stay safe! 

P.F.: This was excellent, an awesome panel...thank you!!  See you next week. 

R.: And thanks to you for always making it worth signing in 

P.G.: Great webinar 

C.: Thank you all.  Very good webinar. Great info. 

K.R.: Thanks for organizing this, Rod!  Good job! 

D.R.: Thank you, very useful. 

C.S.: Another good one even though more questions arise.  

S.: Thanks to all again great job as always 

G.: Thanks for all your great work! 

Riek: be careful of long distance charges if people phone in to virtual meetings!  

Gina: Oh No!!! thank you so much everyone...fantastic info as usual!!!   Have a 
great week!!!  Keep Safe !! 

V.K.: Thank you panelists. See you next week. Enjoy the long weekend!   
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P.T.: Thank you.  Great speakers.  I look forward to the next webinar. 

Y. Ddow: Thanks from Collingwood .  

P.G.: I agree 

J.: thank you for the info on amenities now just to convince te board and 
owners 

P.G.: Keep them closed 

P.G.: Don’t take the liability 

NMFB: I guess I should be very grateful that the condo I live in temporarily has 
allowed the gym to stay open .. 

P.G.: Great presentation 

G.: Does anyone have a reference or protocol for the 'incident response 
procedure'? 

S.C.: When you do the AGM webinar can you talk a bit about self-managed 
corporations with a relatively, shall we say, mature population….. Thanks! 

R.: NMFB - time will tell if you'll b grateful :-) 

O.A.: Thanks everyone 

J.: Thanks all, can't wait till next week 

C.: never stop.  Too good to stop 

L.L.: Thank you ever so much. 

S.C.: Thanks so much for doing these! 

Y. Ddow: See you then from Collingwood .  

K.R.: I echo the comment about self-managed condos. Owners are a pain. 

J.J.: Take care! 

R. Escayola: Thanks all!! Thanks for tuning in! 


